Hidden Figures Crossword Puzzle

DOWN
2. He was the first American astronaut to orbit Earth in 1962.
5. She was promoted to lead the West Area Human Computer group, making her NACA’s first black supervisor, and one of NACA’s few female supervisors.

ACROSS
1. In 1958, she became NASA’s first black female engineer.
3. She calculated the path for Alan Shepard’s Freedom 7 mission.
4. The untold story of three African-America, female mathematicians and engineer, who helped with the Space Race even as they dealt with inequalities at work.
6. This US President awarded her the Presidential Medal of Freedom, America’s highest civilian honor.

ANSWER KEY
2. JOHNGLENN
5. DOROTHYVAUGHAN
1. MARYJACKSON
3. KATHERINEJOHNSON
4. HIDDENFIGURES
6. BARACKOBAMA
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